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BRIGHTLINE B2 COMPUTE
BAG

The B2 Compute starts with the 2” Center Section,
which is designed to hold 13” laptops. Add a Front
and Rear End Cap and you have an extraordinary
laptop bag. The Front End Cap allows you to store
items such as power cords, backup drives, flash
drives, digital cameras, smart phones, tools, keys,
etc. Meanwhile, the Rear End Cap allows you to
store your manilla folders and documents. This
can be used daily or you can attach the 2” Center
Section to any other FLEX module. For example,
you can zip it in between the Front Bag and the
Rear Bag when traveling. This bag also includes the Portfolio Handle
which can be attached to the Front End Cap. This will only be used when
you decide to remove the Center Section Two and zip the Front End Cap
and the Rear End Cap together to make a “Portfolio Bag”.
P/N 13-11848..........$149.00

BRIGHTLINE FLEX B18
HANGAR FLIGHT BAG

A Flight Bag or Travel Bag that can handle all your
gear. Adaptable by adding or removing center
sections as needed. Eight different bags can be
built with the included modules. Eight bags for the
price of one. Designed primarily for aviators who
need a Pilot Flight Bag to pack multiple overnight
items, such as clothes, shoes, coolers, etc., the B18 HANGAR fits the
bill when maximum space is required. Also excellent for those in the Law
Enforcement and Emergency Medical field. The B18 is 13.5” x 10.5” x 22”
with interior storage capacity of 18 inches. (And remember, it is a soft bag
so it can expand slightly in every direction.)...P/N 13-19654..........$390.00

BRIGHTLINE FLEX
PACK CAP REAR

EP

This specialized Rear End Cap turns any
BrightLine Bag into a backpack (with limitations).
This End Cap has backpack straps built in, but
doesn’t look like a backpack when the straps are
not in use. It’s easy to deploy the straps in less
than 20 seconds. Use both shoulders to carry the
load and be hands free when necessary.
P/N 13-18166............$54.80
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BRIGHTLINE REAR END CAP

The Rear End Cap is designed to mimic the
outside of the Rear Bag. It is used to finish the
exposed rear area of a bag, center section, or end
cap by zipping on to the exposed area. By adding
a Rear End Cap, not only do you add functionality,
you protect the exposed zipper, preventing
possible damage. The Rear End Cap is 13.5” x
10.5”. The Rear End Cap does not come with a
Main Handle or a Shoulder Strap.
P/N 13-11985............$30.80
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BRIGHTLINE FRONT END CAP

TO

This is the Front End Cap that mimics the front
of the Front Bag. It is 13.5” x 10.5” x 1.5”. The
Front End Cap is designed to hold your cell
phone, wallet, Multi-Tool, cords, cables, etc. It is
not designed to be used alone as the zippers are
exposed and could be damaged. Works well with
a Rear End Cap........P/N 13-11984............$58.00
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BRIGHTLINE CENTER
SECTION 11 INCH

The CS11 was designed primarily for pilots that
frequently travel overnight. It will swallow several
changes of clothes, a 13” laptop with room for
binders and documents, or a small cooler. The
CS11 is 13.5” x 10.5” x 11”. (And remember, it
is a soft bag so it can expand slightly in every
direction.) The CS11 comes with a handle and a
shoulder strap...........P/N 13-11983..........$111.75
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BRIGHTLINE SIDE
POCKET DELTA

The Side Pocket Delta is a double pocket designed to
provide greater outside storage with a larger pocket.
Installs onto any two side-by-side attachment bays.
Even bridges the gap between two modules.
P/N 13-11989............$22.75

BRIGHTLINE SIDE POCKET
CHARLIE

The Side Pocket Charlie is a pen pocket designed to
hold pens and pencils in flight. In addition, it will hold
eyeglasses and larger markers in the pocket behind
the slots..................... P/N 13-11988...............$15.65

BRIGHTLINE SIDE
POCKET BRAVO

The Side Pocket Bravo is a small radio pocket
designed for the small aviation radio. There is also
room for extra batteries and smaller items.
P/N 13-11987............$16.50

BRIGHTLINE SIDE
POCKET ALPHA

The Side Pocket Alpha is a radio pocket that is
designed to hold a large radio or water bottle. The
zipper conceals an expansion flap.
P/N 13-11986...............$15.95

BRIGHTLINE CENTER
SECTION 5 INCH

The CS5 was developed primarily for our IFR Flight
Customers. With the B10, you get enough storage
for VFR to light IFR flying. By adding a CS5, you
can now add IFR Binders and documents, without
changing the setup of the B10. Also, perfect for
a couple days worth of clothes, two more sets of
headsets, or a 13” laptop. The CS5 is 13.5” x
10.5” x 5”. (And remember, it is a soft bag so it can
expand slightly in every direction.)
P/N 13-11982............$63.85

BRIGHTLINE CENTER
SECTION 2 INCH

The CS2 is designed for carrying 13” laptops,
iPads and assorted documents. This center
section is 13.5” x 10.5” x 2”. Not designed to be
used by itself due to the possibility of damaging
the exposed zippers. Can be added to any
configuration to add storage for your 13” laptop.
Simply zip the CS2 into a B10, B16, or B25 to get
added storage for your 13” laptop, iPad, or folders
and documents.........P/N 13-11981............$42.95
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